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Things they say
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INSIDE THE $Y$TEM
Westfield using
facial detection
software
SHOPPING CENTRE giant Westfield has deployed facial detection software and a mobile phone
tracking system to gather data on
shoppers. Tiny cameras installed
in advertising screens are scanning
faces and feeding information to
software that can supposedly detect
shoppers’ mood, age and gender.
Westfield also pings Wi-Fi enabled
phones to track people’s movements through shopping complexes.
French software company
Quividi masterminded the “Smart
Screen” technology behind the
cameras. A Westfield spokesperson
told the media that, “We collect
data primarily to effectively manage
and operate our Westfield centres”.
The Chinese government uses
similar “big brother” technology
to scan crowds. Australian state
governments recently agreed to
hand over driver’s license photos
and data to form a national facial
recognition database run by the
Federal police.

Push to entrench
discrimination against
equal marriage
ATTENTION IS turning to the shape of
legislation for equal marriage. The “no”
campaign is demanding wide exemptions in the name of religious freedom.
But existing anti-discrimination law
already includes extensive exemptions
for religious institutions. Religious
private schools have the right to sack
or refuse to hire anyone in a samesex relationship. This helps make
these schools even more difficult for
LGBTI students. Accommodation run
by religious groups, such as homeless
shelters, can also discriminate.
These exemptions shouldn’t exist in the first place. But the private
member’s bill put forward by Liberal
Senator Dean Smith would extend
them dramatically. Not just religious
ministers but civil celebrants would
be able to refuse to marry same-sex
couples. Religious organisations could
refuse to make facilities available,
provide goods or services for same-sex
weddings or receptions. And some of
the homophobes in the Liberal Party
want even greater capacity to discriminate against same-sex marriages.
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Racist vigilantes bash
Aboriginal kids

Research and writing by
Adam Adelpour
Send suggestions for INSIDE
THE SYSTEM to solidarity@
solidarity.net.au

Glencore’s miltiarystyle spying on
unionists

RACIST VIGILANTE groups in Alice Springs are launching
violent attacks on Aboriginal children. On Friday 13 October
two 13-year-old boys were beaten with baseball bats.
They were walking home when a ute pulled up and at least
four men jumped out. Some in the group escaped but two of
them were caught, beaten savagely and hospitalised. This was
the third night the same ute had been seen following children.
Police have charged two men over the attack and admitted
that they are aware of vigilante groups operating in the town.
“We fear for our lives and the police give us no answers,”
Jakita Palmer, the mother of one of the children attacked, told
Shut Youth Prisons Mparntwe. She accused the police of failing to follow proper procedures, saying, “they did not attend
the hospital after the incident to take statements, they did not
take photos of the injuries for two days, they didn’t let me, the
mother and rightful guardian, enter the interview room, and
they refused us entry to the courthouse to follow the case.”
Bob Palmer, the grandfather of both boys and Arrernte Traditional Owner of Yamba station said, “We are concerned that
it is a vigilante attack. We have to put a stop to this. We don’t
want to wait until one of our kids dies.”
Posts on social media sites such as the “Alice Springs
Community Open Forum” have been advocating everything
from physical attacks on Aboriginal kids to surveillance and
“positive loitering” to “take back Alice”.

Jobs growth all down to NDIS
THE SPIKE in jobs growth this year is due to the National
Disability Insurance Scheme, not a broader economic recovery, according to JPMorgan. Malcolm Turnbull has crowed
about 325,000 new jobs created in the past 12 months.
But investment bank JPMorgan Chase found that
virtually all the employment growth this year came in the
healthcare sector, with most of it thanks to the NDIS. After
excluding healthcare, this year’s jobs growth is almost
identical to last year. JPMorgan’s economists note that the
government’s own estimates predicted that the NDIS would
boost demand for healthcare jobs from 73,000 full-timeequivalent positions in 2013 to 163,000 by 2020. Since
around 40 per cent of healthcare employment is part-time,
total recruitment figures are actually much higher.
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MINING MULTINATIONAL
Glencore has been ordered by Fair
Work to stop “quasi-militaristic”
surveillance of CFMEU members.
Workers have been in Enterprise
Bargaining since May at Glencore’s
Oakey North mine in the town of
Tieri in Queensland. The workforce
is fighting a management push to
casualise the workforce and drive
down pay and conditions.
Glencore has gone to incredible
lengths to intimidate and spy on
workers. It asked private security
firm Corporate Protection Australia
to spy on union members in their
homes, giving them the address of
every CFMEU member in the town.
A Glencore manager told the Commission, “we know where everyone
lives”.
Security guards also monitored
workers in the pub and at the local
golf club. Fair Work described the
spying and intimidation operation
as amounting to, “clandestine and
quasi-military activity”.
Company emails show Glencore actually disciplined an employee for calling security contractors “goons”. It described them as
its “professional courteous team”.
The security outfit likened its
actions to a military operation,
describing the CFMEU as the Viet
Cong—and presumably themselves
as the invading US Army. One
email about the operation was titled
“Charlie don’t surf”—a reference to
the film Apocalypse Now.
Corporate Protection Australia
has a history of viciously antiunion operations. A key figure on
the Board of Directors is Sam
Sparke, a former team leader of the
Queensland police tactical group
the Special Emergency Response
Team. His CV boasts of his leading
role in the, “deployment of over
600 security personnel every 12
hours for the duration of the Patrick
Stevedore waterfront dispute of
1998.”

EDITORIAL
Turnbull’s nightmare continues—our chance to strike back
THE COALITION is in chaos.
Every week seems to bring a fresh
disaster for Malcolm Turnbull. The
dual citizenship debacle has seen
Deputy Prime Minister Barnaby Joyce
disqualified from parliament. He will
have to win a by-election to save his
seat. Only the support of independent
MP Cathy McGowan stands between
Turnbull and losing his majority.
And more MPs could still be
caught up too—following Liberal
Senator Stephen Parry who resigned
following the High Court decision.
Employment Minister Michaelia
Cash is also in deep trouble over the
Federal Police raid on the offices of
the Australian Workers Union (AWU).
TV camera crews were tipped off
by Cash’s office, to make sure there
was maximum media coverage smearing trade unionists as criminals.
Cash has already sacrificed one
staff member in an effort to escape
responsibility. But it was Cash herself
who referred the issue, on a matter a
decade old, to the authorities to investigate. It’s hard to believe she wasn’t
in the know.
The raid has all the hallmarks of
a political stunt. At the time the AWU
was, of course, run by Labor leader
Bill Shorten. The union has already
been trawled over by the Liberals’
Trade Union Royal Commission in
the hope of politically damaging him.
The latest allegations are pretty
thin. At stake is simply whether the
union followed the procedures in its
rules when it donated to Getup! and to
Labor election campaigns.

Above: The raid on
the AWU’s office
has blown up in
Michaelia Cash and
the government’s
face

War on workers

The Registered Organisations Commission, which ordered the raid, was
only established by the Turnbull
government this year. Its job is to
force unions to spend time dealing
with increased legal obligations and
investigations instead of defending
workers’ rights.
The new body came into force
alongside the Australian Building and
Construction Commission (ABCC). It
enforces the laws that criminalise strike
action, imposing huge fines on the construction unions. The new Construction
Code bans clauses from agreements
like site rates to cover all contractors,
limits on ordinary working hours, and
greater union access. This is designed
to boost construction bosses’ profits.
As ACTU Secretary Sally McManus explained, “Unions are now the

Turnbull is
lurching one
from disaster
to another—
we need to go
the offensive

most highly regulated organisations in
the country.”
Under the so-called Fair Work
Act, the law is stacked against workers and unions. We have some of the
toughest restrictions on strike action
in the world, with all industrial action
illegal outside defined “bargaining periods” and hurdles to taking even legal
action. Bosses are allowed to “terminate” agreements, with huge loss of
pay and conditions. Workers at Streets
are facing pay cuts of 46 per cent.
And the Liberals want even more
powers to deregister unions, disqualify union officials and stop union
mergers through their “Ensuring
Integrity Bill”.
But there is no such treatment for
the top end of town. There were no
police raids when massive wage theft
was exposed in 7/11 stores across the
country. When the Commonwealth
Bank gave fraudulent advice to
customers, Turnbull refused to hold a
Royal Commission.
Wages growth is at record lows
while corporate profits leapt 47 per
cent last financial year. Turnbull has
backed the cuts to penalty rates for
low-paid workers in retail and hospitality. Yet he wants to cut corporate

tax to 25 per cent, at a cost of $65
billion over ten years.
Turnbull is lurching one from
disaster to another—we need to go
the offensive. The ACTU will roll out
its “change the rules” campaign next
year, timed for the federal election.
But this is designed as marginal seats
campaign to elect Labor. We need a
campaign of protests and strikes to
generate real momentum for change—
to win the right to strike and reverse
casualisation and low pay.
In NSW, unions are taking to the
streets on 16 November. Construction
unions will walk off the job, and the
MUA will stage a four-hour stopwork at Port Botany. Union members
at UTS are also set to join them by
striking on the day as part of enterprise bargaining. Most other unions
have refused to mobilise, using the
ACTU plans for action next year as an
excuse. The Teachers Federation has
authorised actions at schools during
the day instead.
But all union members should do
whatever they can to attend. This is
the kind of action needed to stop the
attacks on workers and prepare to fight
an incoming Labor government for
serious change.

Queensland election:
Keep One Nation and the LNP out
QUEENSLAND IS headed to the
polls on 25 November. One Nation
is polling over 15 per cent and hopes
to win the balance of power. Labor
has rightly copped criticism for
supporting the Adani coal mine. But
the Liberal National Party is even
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worse, planning to build a new coal
power station too. LNP leader Tim
Nicholls drove through massive job
cuts and privatisations under former
Premier Campbell Newman.
We need to keep One Nation and
the LNP out.
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UNIONS
By Amy Thomas
IN THE wake of the cancellation
of the union agreement at Murdoch
University by the Fair Work Commission, the NTEU is bargaining with
confident and aggressive university
managements.
At Murdoch itself, management
want to move many of the previous
provisions in the agreement into university policy—making them totally
unenforceable.
Nationally, the NTEU has been in
a rush to settle agreements to try and
prevent another Murdoch-style termination. Sadly, this has meant university bosses have gotten away with far
more than they should have.
Agreements settled at Edith
Cowan University, Curtin University,
and the University of Western Australia, all in WA, have held onto most
conditions, but at the cost of totally
inadequate pay rises (just over 1 per
cent per year at UWA). Elsewhere,
the highest pay rises have been 2 per
cent per year at Central Queensland
University and 2.1 per cent at Sydney
University—in contrast, the lowest pay rises in the last bargaining
round were around 3 per cent a year.
Most agreements now include
provisions to extend 17 per cent
superannuation to all fixed term staff,
but these do not come into force until
2020 or 2021. The aim to extend this
to casuals has been quietly dropped.
Many agreements have weakened
review and misconduct committees
for staff facing disciplinary action—
something that managements around
the country are seeking to attack. The
University of Canberra has lost most
of them entirely, and Deakin have
replaced a review committee with a
single independent reviewer. Others
have extended the span of hours staff
can be asked to work.
The strategy of rushing to sign
agreements has not discouraged
management from aggression. Victoria
University has disgracefully put up the
union Branch President, Secretary and
Vice-President for redundancy just as
bargaining is scheduled to start. The
university has hired a union-busting
law firm that cut its teeth at Patrick
Stevedores and the Country Fire Authority (CFA).
Melbourne University has refused
almost all of the union’s claims, at the
same time they are seeking to reduce
face-to-face teaching with an extension of online learning.
Despite this, the fact non-union
ballots failed at Sydney University and
6

University bosses out to strip pay and conditions

Above: Staff at UTS
rally during their
24-hour strike on 19
October

James Cook University shows staff
are angry.
At Sydney University, management withdrew attacks on review
committees and Scholarly Teaching
Fellows, and staff won partial sick
leave for casuals after only one 24hour weekday strike. Further industrial
action could have won better pay, and
secured key claims such as “no forced
redundancies” and the extension of
17 per cent superannuation to casuals.
This would have set a higher bench-

mark for staff around the country.
There is a real appetite for continuing to campaign at the universities still
in bargaining. UTS and Western Sydney Uni (WSU) union members have
taken successful strike action. Conditions are under attack at both campuses.
Our best defense against the
“Murdoch option” is organising and
taking industrial action, which builds
the strength, confidence, and unity
that is necessary to defend our union
agreements and win gains.

Strike shows there’s no UTS without us

Rushing
to sign
agreements
has not
discouraged
management
from
aggression

UTS STAFF took the first serious
step in our enterprise bargaining
campaign with a 24 hour strike on
Thursday 19 October.
Our campaign has centred around
job security. At UTS, 77 per cent
of staff are on casual or fixed term
contracts. But not only have management refused to deal with rampant
insecure work, they are also seeking
to take away existing conditions such
as provisions for Scholarly Teaching
Fellows won in the last agreement.
Staff held pickets at all major entrances—no small feat for university
with over a dozen major buildings.
The campus was far quieter than
usual; one security guard told staff
that student traffic was down 70 per
cent.
Our claims for casual staff include
sick leave and 17 per cent superannuation, as well as increases to pay
for marking for academic casuals.
While some were worried that
academic staff might be unwilling
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to strike in the last teaching week,
the strike was the best-supported
UTS has seen in several bargaining
rounds. Fifty new members joined
the union in October alone.
There is anger amongst staff over
heavy-handed management, workloads, increasing casualisation, and
constant restructures. A union survey
of nearly 1200 staff showed casual
staff are working between 3-10 unpaid hours per week, and 75 per cent
of permanent staff working longer
than their salaried hours.
Hundreds of staff joined a lunchtime rally to conclude the pickets.
Following the strike, union
members voted to implement bans
on releasing results and for another
24 hour strike on 16 November, unless key demands are met. We will
join a Unions NSW weekday protest
against Turnbull’s attacks on workers.
Winning our claims at UTS is part
of putting job security on the map at
universities around the country.

UNIONS

Termination—bosses going for the ‘nuclear option’
By David Glanz
TRAIN DRIVERS, coal miners,
university staff, power workers and
ice cream makers—just some of the
workers who have fallen foul of a new
employers’ tactic, cancelling enterprise bargaining agreements.
The implications of losing an
EBA and being pushed back on to
the underlying award are horrendous.
The AMWU estimates that workers at
Streets’ factory in the Sydney suburb
of Minto face a pay cut of up to 46
per cent.
At Murdoch University in Perth,
professional staff redundancy pay
could fall by up to 80 per cent and
parental leave could become unpaid.
It’s not surprising that use of
section 225 of the Fair Work Act has
become known in industrial relations
circles as the nuclear option.
There are two ways an EBA can
be cancelled—while it’s in force, by
mutual agreement, or once it’s gone
past its nominal expiry date (but is
still in force) by order of the Fair
Work Commission.
It’s this second provision that has
suddenly moved into sharp focus.
Shadow Employment Minister
Brendan O’Connor estimates EBA
terminations have more than trebled,
from 156 in 2014 to 517 in 2016.
Under section 225, the legal bar for
an employer to get an EBA cancelled
is very low. The commission simply
has to accept that the employer’s need
for productivity increases is so great
that it overrides workers’ rights to the
gains made through bargaining.
Why have terminations increased
now when Labor’s Fair Work Act has
been in force since 2009?
The end of the mining boom saw
mining and mining-related companies
casting around for ways to slash costs.
They didn’t initially get their way.
An application for an EBA termination by Tahmoor Coal in 2010 was
rejected by a commissioner because
it would unfairly tilt the balance of
power against workers while enterprise negotiations were under way.
That changed sharply in 2015
when the full bench of the commission approved an application for termination during bargaining by freight
train company Aurizon.
Aurizon was privatised by the
Queensland Labor government in
2010. In order to quell union concerns
the government inserted new clauses

Above: Streets
workers Michelle
Parkin, Lance
Wilson and Troy
Gardiner are calling
for a boycott of
the company after
it threatened to
terminate its EBA

in their Enterprise Agreements, including a ban on forced redundancies.
The commissioners argued these
and other work practices were, “clearly inefficient and out of step with the
needs of a flexible and productive
enterprise”.
No wonder lawyers Corrs
Chambers Westgarth advised employers: “With the spectre of employee
conditions reverting to the underlying
modern award, unions and employees
will face increased pressure to agree
to the terms offered by employers for
replacement enterprise agreements.”

Flow on effect

EBA
terminations
have more
than trebled,
from 156 in
2014 to 517 in
2016

The signal has not been lost on a
growing number of bosses.
In 2016, at Griffin Coal in Collie,
WA, the employers won the termination of the agreement covering
maintenancy workers, members of the
AMWU. Workers were forced onto
an inferior shift pattern, moved from
a 42-hour to a 49-hour week and had
their base pay cut by more than 40 per
cent. To try to regain an EBA, they
volunteered a 20 per cent pay cut and
reductions to travel allowances and super—but Griffin always wanted more.
The flow-on has now been felt at
Murdoch, Streets, AGL at Loy Yang in
the Latrobe Valley, and more.
So how should the movement
respond?
The ACTU has launched a summer
boycott campaign against Streets. Socialists should support the boycott. But
we also need to recognise that boycotts
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are difficult to enforce—and that they
are impossible to impose in the case of
employers like AGL or Murdoch.
What is needed is industrial action, to make arrogant employers
retreat and others think twice. It’s an
approach that can win support. In the
case of Murdoch, the NTEU branch
committees at RMIT University and
the University of Melbourne carried
motions calling for a national day of
action, including industrial action.
At Griffin, while the maintenance
workers were being cruelly abused,
production workers covered by the
CFMEU worked on under an EBA.
If they had stopped work in solidarity, recognising that a defeat for
the AMWU would inevitably translate
into a defeat for them, Griffin could
have been pulled up short.
But solidarity action means defiance of the Fair Work Act.
ACTU secretary Sally McManus
enthused workers around the country
when she said bad laws needed to be
broken. But so far, her words have not
been turned into action.
Instead, workers at Streets and
elsewhere risk being reduced to props
in the ACTU’s “Change the Rules”
campaign, which is designed to help
Labor win the next election in the
hope it will amend the Fair Work Act.
Workers whose conditions are being cut, or are under threat, can’t wait
that long. McManus should follow
example of the NSW weekday union
rally on November 16 and call the action that we so desperately need.
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ENERGY

Turnbull abandons climate action to entrench coal power
By James Supple
TURNBULL’S ENERGY plan will
entrench coal and delay the shift to
renewable energy—while delivering
next to nothing to cut power bills.
Yet the mainstream media is full
of praise. Fairfax’s Peter Hartcher
extolled it as a “minor miracle for
Australian politics”.
Turnbull’s new “national energy
guarantee” is supposed to deliver
reliable power, reduce power bills as
well as meet the government’s climate
change commitments.
If the policy does cut the price of
power, it will be hard to notice. The
government seized on the claim power
bills would be $2 a week less between
2020 and 2030. But this relied on, “a
‘least-cost trajectory’ maintained over
10 years”, as journalist Malcolm Farr
put it. And it was just a preliminary
estimate.
The plan’s will see Turnbull force
energy companies to both maintain a
set level of “dispatchable” generation,
able to send power into the grid whenever it’s needed, as well as meet an
“emissions intensity” level designed
to reduce carbon pollution.
But it abandons any serious effort to tackle climate change, in yet
another effort to please the climate
deniers in the Liberal Party. The new
policy, Turnbull says, will see the
energy sector reduce emissions by 26
per cent, in line with Australia’s Paris
commitment.
Electricity generation, however,
is the easiest and cheapest place to
cut emissions. So if Australia is going
to reach its reduction target, power
generation should be carrying much
more of the load.
“Either the PM has abandoned Abbott’s miserly 26 per cent reduction,”
the Australia Institute’s Ben Oquist
explained, “or he has decided we will
embark on more costly emissions
reductions, for example in agriculture
or transport.”
Never mind that the Paris commitments have no chance even of delivering the target of 2 degree warming. Or
that the government’s Climate Change
Authority has called for Australia to
reduce emissions by between 45 and
65 per cent by 2030.
Now, after the Renewable Energy
Target expires in 2020, there will be
no further government investment or
subsidies to boost renewable energy.
All the decisions about new power
plants will be left to the energy retail
8

Above: Wind turbines
in South Australia

companies and the market.
Energy journalist Giles Parkinson
cites existing official estimates that
suggest there would be, “virtually no
new wind and solar projects [built] in
the country between 2020 and 2030”,
apart from household rooftop solar
panels.

Coal plant closures

There will be
no further
government
investment
or subsidies
to boost
renewable
energy

The energy system is already changing rapidly. Coal power stations are
closing. Nine more of the largest
remaining coal plants are due to close
within 20 years.
The lack of any long-term climate
change policy, however, has put a
question mark over whether energy
companies would invest in new generation to replace them.
Wind and solar power are also becoming cheaper and more widespread.
For new generation, wind turbines can
already generate power more cheaply
than coal.
But it is still expensive to ensure
they have sufficient storage attached,
through battery systems, to allow
them to operate when the wind isn’t
blowing or the sun isn’t shining.
This means the risk of a shortfall
in power, leading to blackouts.
The obvious solution is what is
happening in South Australia—the installation of the world’s largest battery
system to back up renewable energy.
Wind and solar power already provide
50 per cent of the state’s power.
Demand management, through
reducing power use of household
air-conditions and appliances when
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needed, can also help.
South Australia is also building a
large solar thermal plant, which can
provide power 24 hours a day using a
molten salt storage system.
This technology works. But
battery storage is still expensive. Its
cost, however, has almost halved
since 2014. Bloomberg New Energy
Finance estimates it will drop another
40 per cent by 2025.
This means that, in the short term,
renewables for 24 hour a day power
require government investment or
subsidies.
Instead Turnbull wants to extend
the life of the existing coal power
stations, and encourage new power
plants to be gas-fired. These may be
more expensive than renewable energy within a decade. But once built,
we will be stuck with them for 30
years, the life of a power plant.
The power system can’t be run on
the basis of the free market. There has
to be an overall plan for to ensure it
meets total demand, and can deliver
power when needed. And we also
need planning to transition to 100 per
cent renewable energy.
The government says that more
renewables, including Labor’s 50
per cent target by 2030, will increase
power prices.
But there is no reason ordinary
people should pay through higher
power bills. The big companies who
have made millions out of polluting
the planet should foot the bill. We
can tax corporations and the rich and
make them pay.

GREENS

Lee Rhiannon: ‘social change is driven by movements’
Lee Rhiannon hosted a forum
on protest, parliament and the
future of the Greens last month
to discuss debates about the role
of the party. Below are extracts
from her speech.
MASS MOVEMENTS are on the rise
around the world. History teaches
us that social change is driven by
those movements. The current system
isn’t working. The planet’s cooking,
inequality is growing, wage theft
is rampant. These issues need to be
dealt with, and the question is, are the
Greens up to it?
Some see that we just need more
MPs in parliament, and that then we
can form government and our policies
will be implemented. This is the view
of many Greens.
It’s worth looking at some international experiences. The Irish Greens
went down that road, they were in
the balance of power, they went into
government and very quickly their
own ministers were crossing picket
lines, running with neo-liberal policies, approving motorways that, in
the election, they campaigned against.
Next election, voted out.
There is a tendency in our party to
see that once we get more MPs that’s
the solution. I’m very committed to
getting more MPs elected. But what
do MPs do once they are in there?
Do we see parliament as the pinnacle
of political success? History teaches
us that that’s not how it works. We
won the Franklin River before there
was one Greens MP in parliament.
The union movement achieved the
conditions at work that we enjoy
today through people going on strike,
occupying factories and taking action.
The balance of power issue needs to
be something we look at carefully. Even
though we have been in the balance of
power and moved into government in
Tasmania and the ACT, we haven’t had
a proper discussion about it. The next
federal election could be a hung parliament as could the NSW parliament.
I don’t think we should go into the
balance of power, I don’t think we’ve
got enough experience in terms of how
we work with social movements, what
it does to our party, what it does to the
wider progressive movement. We get
caught up in managing the system,
rather than looking at how we change
the system. I think where the answer
lies is the Greens continuing to embed
ourselves in the progressive movement
and particularly the union movement.

‘This preselection is a fork in the road for the Greens’
Phillipa Parsons, a former
Greens councillor and member
of the Newcastle Greens, spoke
to Solidarity about the current
pre-selection battle in the NSW
Greens, where Lee Rhiannon is
standing again for the Senate

political party of the Centre. Furthermore, that criticism of NSW by the
federal party room was an attack on
all our members, as well as on Lee
Rhiannon, because we are a party
that is run by the members, not by
the MPs as in other states.

Why do you think electing Lee is
important for the Greens in NSW
and nationally?
This preselection is incredibly important as a fork in the road for the
Greens. I see that fork as deciding
between principles and pragmatism.
Lee Rhiannon has consistently
held the line against the pressure from
within our Party to compromise our
principles, and resort to pragmatic decision making, as evidenced with the
recent Gonski 2.0 debacle. Lee held
firm against those who wanted the
Greens to conform to a lesser funding
model that will do nothing for increasing the equity in our education system.

What kind of party do think the
Greens need to be in terms of
activism and elections?
We were from the beginning a party
of activists, and that is what continues to give the Greens the momentum to keep challenging the status
quo. We should never be tempted to
sell out, to become part of the system
that we absolutely know is broken.
We are there to continue to push
back against the old parties, not join
them in maintaining a status quo that
is inequitable, is not socially just,
and continues to exploit our resources at the cost of the planet.

Did you see Four Corners? What
did you think of the attacks on Lee
and the NSW branch from inside
the party?
I saw the Four Corners episode and
was very sad to see our federal parliamentarians caving in to the temptation to compromise our principles
for what I saw as power.
The Greens have never existed to
form government or make pragmatic
decisions at the cost of our founding
principles because those principles
are our strength. Without them we
are nothing more than one more

“The Greens
have never
existed to form
government
or make
pragmatic
decisions at
the cost of
our founding
principles”
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Why will electing Lee help make it
that kind of party?
Lee has been a flag bearer for us,
standing strong in upholding our
principles for years. In the face of
increasingly publicised pressure from
inside the party, she has consistently
resisted the temptation to cave in
to pragmatic decision making, and
compromise our principles.
Lee’s integrity and strength in the
face of this pressure to conform has
shown us that she can be entrusted
to continue Greens representation of
our core principles that make us the
Party we are and will continue to be.
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ABORIGINAL RIGHTS
By Paddy Gibson
CAMPAIGNERS FROM the First
Nations Workers Alliance (FNWA),
including three MUA members from
Port Botany in Sydney, visited Central
Australia in October to campaign
against the exploitative Community
Development Program (CDP).
The unionists held workplace
meetings in Santa Teresa and Tennant
Creek and a large meeting with CDP
workers in Alice Springs to encourage
people to join the FNWA.
“One of the main things that the Intervention did was remove [jobs] which
allowed us to live and work on our
homelands and communities, to serve
these communities,” a statement passed
at the Alice Springs meeting, said.
“With the new CDP scheme, we are being pushed to move into town to report
to Centrelink and look for work… We
need rights to live and work on our
own lands, with resources to build a
better future for our children.”
The CDP is clearly racist, with Aboriginal workers making up more than
80 per cent of people on the scheme
Australia wide. The FNWA was
started by the ACTU last year to fight
the scheme and campaign for properly
paid jobs in Aboriginal communities.
CDP participants in remote areas
are required to work for 25 hours
a week, 52 weeks a year to receive
Centrelink payments. This equates to
an hourly rate of between $10.80 and
$11.70 per hour for workers on Newstart and $8.75 per hour for workers on
Youth Allowance—well below award
wages. CDP workers are also excluded
from industrial rights such as workers’ compensation, superannuation
and occupational health and safety
protections. To make things worse,
across the Northern Territory, most
CDP workers are on the BasicsCard,
meaning they receive only half of this
money in cash.
CDP workers described widespread hunger as people struggle to
afford groceries on their allowance.
Missing one day’s work without approval can result in a $50-$70 reduction in pay and multiple days missed
can lead to payments being cut off
entirely for eight weeks. Workers said
people were going without prescribed
medications because they cannot afford them. Some discussed the threat
of being evicted from housing and
the flow on effects of this, including
intervention by “child protection” in
family life.
Figures released in June showed an
extraordinary 300,000 fines have been
10

Unions fight racist work for welfare scheme

CDP workers at
a First Nations
Workers Alliance
meeting in Alice
Springs Photo: Nat
Wasley

imposed on CDP participants over the
past two years. This accounts for more
than half of all penalties imposed on
welfare recipients in Australia, despite
CDP workers comprising less than 5
per cent of them.
MUA member Naomi Cain, an
MUA delegate from DP World at

Port Botany said, “it was horrifying to
see the unjust and inhumane working conditions Aboriginal people in
this region are being subjected to… If
there were these sorts of conditions in
our industry we would all be on strike
until there was change. That’s the kind
of power we need to build”.

Toothless referendum too much for Turnbull

The CDP is
racist, with
Aboriginal
workers
making up
more than 80
per cent of
people on the
scheme

MALCOLM TURNBULL has
refused to support a referendum on
enshrining an Indigenous “voice to
parliament” in the Australian constitution. The proposal was recommended by the government appointed
Referendum Council, after a two year
consultation process with Aboriginal
communities, culminating in the
convention that issued the “Uluru
statement from the Heart” in May.
Turnbull argued an Indigenous
“voice” would “undermine the
universal principles… of equal civic
rights”. This is rank hypocrisy from
the leader of a government brutally
discriminating against Aboriginal people in all areas of life and
presiding over the apartheid of the
continuing NT Intervention.
But the “voice” would have done
nothing to address these injustices,
offering no rights and no real power
to Aboriginal people. The proposed
amendment to the constitution specified that the “voice” would only
have advise government on legislation—advice they could simply
ignore. The government of the day
would retain the power to disband
any “voice” that became too radical
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and hand pick a new one.
Through the consultations,
Aboriginal people across the country
rejected the idea of tokenistic “recognition” in the constitution, demanding power over their own affairs and
the negotiation of treaties. But key
leaders involved in the Referendum
Council process were convinced
by the argument of conservative
Indigenous leader Noel Pearson that
only the moderate “voice” proposal,
which he designed to appeal to the
Liberal and National parties, would
have any chance of success at a referendum. This conservative strategy
has now blown up in Pearson’s face.
The Labor Party have played
cynical politics with the “voice” proposal, criticising Turnbull for failing
to accept it, but making no guarantees they will put it to a referendum
if they win the next election.
“Constitutional reform” has been
promoted by successive governments
for a decade, to distract from the
daily atrocities committed against
Aboriginal people. Stopping these
injustices and winning real self-determination will only come through
building resistance on the streets.

INTERNATIONAL

Austria turns to the right as fascists join government
By Feiyi Zhang
THE AUSTRIAN election in October
showed the dangerous growth of racism and the far right in Europe.
The conservative People’s Party
headed by Sebastian Kurz will form a
coalition government with the fascist
Freedom Party, which gained 26 per
cent of the vote. Kurz won by embracing the racism of the fascists.
Freedom Party leader HeinzChristian Strache summed it up, saying, “almost 60 per cent voted for the
FPÖ’s platform.”
The Freedom Party was founded
by a former Nazi cabinet member
and SS officer. While it has tried to
distance itself publicly from fascism
there have been over 60 Nazi-related
incidents involving Freedom Party
members, as documented by the antifascist Mauthausen Komitee this year.
The Freedom Party’s deputy
leader Norbert Hofer even wore a blue
cornflower, used by Austrian fascists
in the 1930s, in parliament.
The result shows how racism can
feed off political disillusionment and
anger at austerity. It follows a decade of
a Labor-type Social Democratic Party
governments, in a “grand coalition”
with conservatives, that slashed social
services and saw the economy stagnate.
Incoming Chancellor Sebastian
Kurz positioned himself as a new,
31-year-old outsider. But his economic manifesto is no break from the past.
While Austria welcomed a large
number of refugees from Syria during
the 2015 crisis, Kurz embraced and
led the backlash as foreign minister.
He promoted his closure of the
so-called Balkans route for refugees
coming into Europe last year and his
efforts to drive through a burqa ban.
Kurz also called for the closure of
kindergartens run by Muslim groups
saying they were being used to promote “political Islam”.
Kurz tried to position himself as
supportive of globalisation through
support for the European Union. But it
was the European Court of Justice that
supported Austria sending refugees
back to their point of entry in the EU.
The Social Democratic Party
failed to stand against the racism of
the Freedom Party, dropping a ban on
working in coalition government with
them just before the election.
This makes a fighting anti-racist
movement more important than ever.
But the Greens party suffered a

Above: Rallying
against the fascist
Freedom Party in
Austria

catastrophic collapse, with their vote
falling by two thirds, losing all of their
seats. In a warning for the Australian
Greens, they backed down on principles to try and win conservative rural
votes, avoiding environmental issues
during the campaign. The Greens also
expelled their youth wing in March.
The Freedom Party’s entry into

government in 2000 provoked mass
protests. Anti-racists have again begun
to take to the streets. Both the fascists
and the racism of the Kurz Government need to be confronted. From
Fortress Europe to Fortress Australia,
we need to challenge racist scapegoating and demand the borders be opened
to refugees and migrants.

Catalan leaders’ bid for negotiations fails

The
conservative
party’s
Sebastian
Kurz won by
embracing the
racism of the
fascists

AFTER WEEKS of hesitation, the
Catalan parliament finally declared
independence on 27 October, only
to face the immediate imposition of
direct rule by the Spanish state.
The initiative was firmly in the
hands of Spanish Tory Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy as Solidarity went
to press. Rajoy has used his powers
under Article 155 of the constitution
to impose direct rule, dissolve the
Catalan regional parliament and call
snap elections on 21 December.
And Spanish authorities announced that they were bringing
charges of “rebellion” against independence leaders.
Catalan government workers
formed a “human chain” outside the
main government building in Girona.
Silvia Rispau, one of the organisers,
said, “We held a mass assembly last
week. It passed a manifesto saying
that we are not afraid of Article 155
and remain faithful to the legality of
the Catalan parliament.”
A few ministers did go into work
for part of the day. But parliament’s
leaders accepted its dissolution and
deposed Catalan President Carles
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Puigdemont fled to Brussels with half
of his government.
Silvia said, “I’d expected that the
government would refuse to comply
with Article 155 and pass decrees to
establish a republic. Then we could
implement it in the streets. But the
actions of the government are so
erratic that we do not know what to
do.”
The biggest unions opposed the
declaration of independence and
ruled out strikes. Smaller unions that
support independence then suspended their own strike call.
The impasse has exposed independence leaders. They have looked
to negotiations between the Catalan
and Spanish elites, and even support
from the EU, to resolve the crisis—
not a movement from below.
There’s nothing inherently progressive about nationalism, Catalan
or Spanish. But Catalan independence would be a blow to the rotten
European establishment, and create
a space for ordinary people to have a
say about what would replace Spanish rule.
Dave Sewell, Socialist Worker UK
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INTERNATIONAL

US and regional powers crush Iraqi Kurds’ independence bid
By Mark Goudkamp
IN LATE September, Iraqi Kurds
voted by 93 per cent to support
independence. The referendum result
sparked spontaneous celebrations by
Kurdish people across the region.
However it drew immediate opposition and threats from the neighbouring governments of Iraq, Iran, Turkey
and Syria.
All have large Kurdish populations
within their borders. The Kurds are
one of the world’s largest nationalities
without their own state, with between
40 and 50 million people across the
four countries.
The US also condemned the push
for independence, with Secretary
of State Rex Tillerson saying, “the
vote and the results lack legitimacy”.
Russia too came out against Kurdish
self-determination.
Iraqi Kurdistan has been an autonomous province within Iraq since the US
established a no-fly zone over the area
following the 1991 Gulf War. Iraq’s
Kurds have long held hopes for independence. Their takeover of the city of
Kirkuk and the oil-rich region surrounding it in 2014, when the Iraqi army fled
advancing Islamic State fighters, made
independence seem possible.
But the backlash following the
referendum has been faster and more
furious than most anticipated.
Soon after the vote, Iraqi Prime
Minister Haidar Al-Abadi visited
Iran. The two countries, which fought
a horrific war in the 1980s, are now
closely aligned—not least in their
support of the Syrian regime and their
opposition to Kurdish rights.
Emboldened by Tehran’s support,
Al-Abadi stated that nothing short of a
complete annulment of the referendum
would suffice. Iran’s first Vice President, Eshaq Jahangiri, went further,
describing the Kurdish referendum as
an act of sedition.
The Turkish government announced it might send troops, would
hand control of its border with Iraqi
Kurdistan to Baghdad, and threatened
to shut down an oil pipeline from the
Kurdish region that runs into Turkey.
Within a fortnight, the Iraqi
army, alongside the Shia militias of
the Popular Mobilisation Units, had
retaken Kirkuk and the surrounding
area, forcing the Kurds back to the
area they controlled before 2014.
On Tuesday 24 October, Iraqi
forces even attacked Iraqi Kurdis12

tan’s most important oil hub—the
Fish-Khabur area on the Iraq-Turkey
border. Although Kurdish Peshmerga
fighters repelled them, it showed
Iraq’s preparedness to encroach into
the Kurdish heartland.

Above: Kurds in
Erbil, the capital
of Iraqi Kurdistan,
rally in support of
independence

US betrayal

The US has been happy to use the
Kurds as ground troops in the war
against Islamic State (IS) in Iraq and
Syria. But it views an independent
Kurdish state as destabilising governments like Turkey and Iraq where it
also wants influence. The US’s primary concern is to maintain its own
power in the region.
In a bitter speech on 30 October
announcing his retirement, Masoud
Barzani, President of the Kurdish Regional Government (KRG) since 2005
criticised the US for allowing Abrams
tanks supplied to Iraqi forces to fight
IS to be used against the Kurds.
“Nobody stood up with us other
than our mountains,” he said “Without
the help of Peshmerga, Iraqi forces
could not have liberated Mosul from
ISIS alone...Why would Washington
want to punish Kurdistan?”
“Three million votes for Kurdistan independence created history and
cannot be erased,” he added.
American weapons were also
apparently used by Iranian-backed
paramilitaries to attack the Kurds.
The belligerence of regional
governments and the hypocrisy and
betrayals of the imperialist powers are
on full display.
The US had urged Barzani to
postpone the referendum. But he
couldn’t afford to put it off any

Within a
fortnight, the
Iraqi army
had retaken
Kirkuk and the
surrounding
area
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longer.
Barzani has run the KRG like a
fiefdom for his family and associates.
Corruption and widening inequality
were undermining his popularity, and
his repeated postponement of the referendum was undermining his credibility.
The parliament has been suspended
since 2015 after a dispute between Barzani’s Kurdistan Democratic Party and
the opposition Gorran movement. Elections scheduled for November have
been delayed for eight months.
Barzani’s main rival in Iraqi Kurdistan is another corrupt party, the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK), run
by the family of the recently deceased
Jalal Talabani.
Barzani accused followers of the
PUK of “high treason” after the PUK
militia allowed Iraqi forces to retake
the city of Kirkuk without a fight.
The Kurdish movement is also
divided into hostile factions across the
different countries with Kurdish populations. The Turkey-based Kurdistan
Workers Party (PKK) and its allies in
Syria and Iraq saw Barzani’s referendum as a threat to their own influence,
and would not hold public celebrations
of the result.
As exiled Syrian revolutionary
Joseph Daher wrote immediately following the vote, “support for the right
of self-determination to the Kurdish
people and opposition to the Barzani
clan is a necessity for combining
democratic and social rights in the
Kurdistan autonomous region.”
It will require a new grassroots
democratic movement in Iraqi Kurdistan to deliver both self-determination
and an end to inequality.

SEXISM

Sexual abuse exposed by #MeToo a systemic problem
By Caitlin Doyle
#METOO SHOWS how pervasive
sexual harassment and abuse are in
the lives of all women. The hashtag,
started by actress Alyssa Milano, went
viral after a series of accusations of
harassment, assault and rape were
levelled at millionaire movie producer,
Harvey Weinstein, with nearly a million tweets in the first 24 hours alone.
Weinstein had, over several decades,
used his position to abuse mostly
young female actresses, whose careers
he would destroy if they rejected his
advances or spoke out.
The Weinstein case is just the tip
of the iceberg in an industry where
wealthy sexual predators operate with
impunity. Similar accusations have
been made of Bill Cosby, Woody Allen
and James Toback, which all bear a
horrific resemblance to those made
against President Trump.
This same culture of entitlement,
abuse and cover-up exists in Australia universities, particularly the elite
colleges, which protesting Sydney
University students have consistently
drawn attention to.
Sexual abuse and harassment is
also rampant in the lives and workplaces of women all over the world—
not only in places like Hollywood
where power imbalances are extreme.
One in three women in Australia has
been harassed or assaulted at work.
It is absolutely important to challenge the sexist behavior of individual
men whenever it arises. But often the
response around the #MeToo campaign was to declare that men were the
problem, and demand they do more to
call out sexist individuals. This will
not end sexism or sexist violence.
Sexism is not the product of the
ideas or behavior of men, and is not
something innate. As the revolutionary Karl Marx said, “it is not the
consciousness of men that determines
their existence but their social existence that determines their consciousness”. This means that people’s ideas
are a product of their environment, not
the other way around.
Sexism is the product of an economic system built on exploitation
and oppression, and is rooted in the
nuclear family. Capitalism requires
that the next generation of workers
be raised and reproduced within the
private realm of the home, at virtually no cost to the state or capitalists.
Historically, women have done the

bulk of this labour, raising children,
cooking and cleaning. It’s estimated
that the unpaid labour associated with
childrearing saves the Australian state
$345 billion every year.
But the fact that most women also
work outside the home for a wage,
and do not fit the stereotype of the
mother and wife in general, means
that this ideal has to be constantly
reinforced from the top of society
through the media, the legal system and the education system. The
government’s horror around Safe
Schools, which teaches students about
gender and sexual diversity, shows
how much they rely on gender roles
to keep the capitalist system functioning. Hollywood, at the centre of the
Weinstein scandal, routinely portrays
women as little more than doting
mothers or sexual objects, as do many
advertisements.
Women and girls are constantly
being told that they are less capable
and worthy than boys and men, and
internalize many of these ideas.

Above: Protesters at
the Women’s March
on Washington this
year

Ruling class women

Ruling class women also face sexism.
Former Prime Minister Julia Gillard
was subject to a barrage of sexist
abuse by right wing opponents and
media pundits. But wealthy women
are able to protect themselves from
the worst aspects of sexism. They can
hire people to do the domestic work.
They have the financial capacity to
leave the family home and aren’t
forced to work in unsafe conditions,
so are less vulnerable to violence.
They are also able to more easily access abortion and proper healthcare.

Sexism is the
product of
an economic
system built
on exploitation
and
oppression
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Furthermore, ruling class women
benefit from the oppression of women
generally and the exploitation of all
workers. Billionaire Gina Rinehart
lamented the fact that she can’t pay
her workers $2 a day. Pru Goward
oversaw cuts to domestic violence
services. They also, therefore, have a
stake in perpetuating the sexist ideas
that allow the system to function.
The role that working class women
play in the home means that they are
more likely to be in casual or part time
work, paid less overall and be economically dependent on their partner.
This means they are more vulnerable
to domestic and sexual violence, both
in the home and the workplace.
But it also means that working
class men have to work longer hours
to make up for their partner’s lower
income. Working class men also have
a material interest in fighting sexism;
fighting for free childcare and public
services, equal pay and against the
bosses that exploit and divide us all.
United working class activity
has the capacity to cut through sexist
ideas far more than any hashtag. As
Egyptian revolutionary Mahienour
El-Massry put it, after women played
a leading role in the 2011 revolution,
“with time society starts looking at
you not as a woman who is weak and
needs help, but as a human.” A strike
isn’t a revolution, but fighting alongside someone for a common interest
can have a similar effect.
Sexism is not natural or eternal,
and it can be beaten back. But to get
rid of sexism entirely, we have to
overthrow the economic system that
produces it.
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TRUMP, RACISM AND
THE ALT-RIGHT

IS FASCISM ON THE RISE?

Racist populists and far right parties are breaking through in elections across the US and
Europe. How do we drive them back, asks James Supple
IN SEPTEMBER fascist MPs entered
the German parliament for the first
time since the Second World War. Half
of the 94 new Alternative for Germany
MPs are linked to fascist organisations.
A few weeks later, an Austrian
party founded by former Nazis, the
Freedom Party, won 26 per cent of the
vote and were welcomed into a coalition government.
The far right is on the rise all
across the industrialised world.
The mainstream political parties have prepared the way for them
by making racism more acceptable.
Worldwide, they are spreading Islamophobia through scaremongering
about terrorism, blaming Islam and the
Muslim community. And as refugees
flee the wars the West has created in
the Middle East, they seek to keep
them out.
Australia is no exception, with
Malcolm Turnbull trying to keep terrorism on the front pages through ever
more draconian anti-terror laws and
security measures. He has let Immigration Minister Peter Dutton off the
leash to smear and scapegoat refugees
and migrants.
Nowhere is the racism in the
mainstream clearer than with Trump
in the US. Although he was elected
as president through one of the major
parties, he uses the kind of extreme
and explicit racism usually associated with the far right. During his
campaign he made a point of grabbing
attention through racist provocations.
He smeared Mexican immigrants as
rapists and criminals, promised to
build a wall to keep them out and
pledged a complete shutdown on Muslims entering the US.
Trump is a right-wing racist
populist. He uses racism to appeal to
bitterness at the loss of jobs, decent
wages and living standards in the US
and turns the blame on immigrants
14

and Muslims.
Trump has been embraced and
celebrated across the far right in the
US. His election brought the so-called
alt-right, supposedly a new breed of
far right activists, into the limelight.
Although the alt-right got its start as
an online network around websites
where vile sexism and racism were
tolerated, it also drew in fascists
and white supremacists like Richard
Spencer.
Steve Bannon, Trump’s chief
strategist until August, declared his
website Breitbart News a “platform
for the alt-right”. It was Bannon who
hired far right provocateur Milo Yiannopoulos at Breitbart, and according
to Milo, “he made me a star”. Milo
has turned himself into the champion
of a culture war against women’s
rights and racial equality, setting out
to create controversy through offending both the identity politics of the
left and mainstream anti-discrimination policies.
Milo and Bannon consciously
sought support from white supremacists, presenting Breitbart as the
acceptable face of the far right, as a
leak of emails obtained by Buzzfeed
has revealed.
Bannon himself is a standard
bearer for a right-wing populist revolt
against globalisation, combining racist nationalism and trade protectionism. He believes Western civilisation
is under siege from Islamic fascism,
and defending “Judeo-Christian values” means it is necessary to “destroy
all of today’s establishment”.
Despite his departure from the
White House Bannon is now back at
Breitbart and has boasted that he still
talks to Trump every two or three days.
Trump’s response to the far
right mobilisation in Charlottesville showed how he is encouraging
fascists and the far right. Hundreds
of Nazis, white supremacists and far

Trump’s
response to
the far right
mobilisation in
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how he is
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fascists and
the far right

right activists gathered in the town,
ending in murder when one of them
ploughed his car into counter-protesters, killing Heather Heyer. Trump
refused to condemn them and would
only say that there were, “very fine
people on both sides… Not all those
people were neo-Nazis”.
Yet the far right came ready for
violence. Groups like Vanguard
America, describing itself as “the face
of American fascism”, and right-wing
militia groups arrived armed with
clubs, shields and assault rifles.
Trump himself has flirted with violence, like the scuffles with counterprotesters during his election campaign rallies, where he encouraged his
supporters to “get them out of here”.
But he is not a fascist himself.

What is fascism?

Trump is not organising the kind of violent street movement that is a distinct
feature of fascist movements. There is
no comparison between Trump’s campaign and the violent gangs organised
by fascist parties like Golden Dawn in
Greece, whose members are currently
on trial for a string of racist murders.
Fascism first emerged in Europe
following the First World War, taking
power under Benito Mussolini in Italy
and Adolf Hitler in Germany.
Here fascist movements managed
to take power in their own right. In
other cases, such as General Franco’s
dictatorship in Spain, it was the
military that did so, taking the fascists
under their wing.
The fascists built a mass reactionary movement able to dominate the
streets. This involved a campaign of
violence and intimidation of left-wing
political parties and trade unions.
The Nazis developed a force of
400,000 uniformed Storm Troopers,
the SA, organised along military lines.
Many of them were ex-soldiers, embittered by the experience of the First
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World War.
In Italy, Mussolini developed a
similar force, his famous Blackshirts.
They staged attacks on Socialist Party
newspapers and officials armed with
pistols and grenades, enraged by their
opposition to the First World War.
One of their first actions, against the
Socialist-controlled Bologna council, killed ten people. They moved to
carrying out attacks against peasant
movements and trade unions, burning
down local union and socialist party
offices and beating and murdering leftwing activists.
These movements, and the fascists’
mass support, were a product of severe
capitalist crisis. The Nazis’ electoral
support exploded as a product of the
Great Depression, going from 2.6 per
cent in 1928 to 37.4 per cent by 1932.
Following the First World War,
both Germany and Italy went to the
brink of socialist revolution. This
experience had terrified employers
and the ruling class, pushing them to
consider extreme solutions in an effort
to break the power of trade unions and
the left.
Key sections of the ruling class
in both countries decided to hand
power to the fascists. Hitler’s first
government was a coalition with the
traditional right-wing party, appointed
by President Hindenburg, an establishment general. Mussolini was also
invited to form a coalition government
by the King of Italy, claiming power
after his March on Rome without
resistance.
Once in power, the fascists established an extreme form of dictatorship.
Today many people think of racism as fundamental to fascism, given
the horrors of the Nazi Holocaust.
But more important was their goal
of the complete destruction of working
class organisation. As the Russian
revolutionary Leon Trotksy described,
“Fascism is not merely a system of
reprisals, of brutal force and of police
terror. Fascism is a particular governmental system based on the uprooting
of all elements of proletarian democracy within bourgeois society”.
This meant the destruction of leftwing parties of every political stripe,
both the moderate Social Democratic
Party (similar to our Labor Party) and
the Communist Party, as well as trade
unions and any organisation independent of the state.
Such a fundamental reshaping of
society could not be imposed by the
state’s armed forces alone, but required the mass movement the fascists
provided.
There is no sign Trump is trying

to establish such a dictatorship—nor
could he get away with it. The courts
have now blocked three separate versions of his Muslim ban. Trump might
go berserk on Twitter, but he has had
to accept the result.

Above: Students in
Minneapolis march
against Trump’s
racism

Resisting the far right

This isn’t to deny the danger Trump
poses. Trump winning the presidency
is the equivalent of Pauline Hanson
becoming our Prime Minister.
But recognising that fascism has
not taken power has implications for
how to resist. A fascist administration would mean joining any protest
or campaign risked arrest, violence
and even death—making it much
harder to organise. Activists are not
being sent to concentration camps in
Trump’s America.
Calling Trump a fascist helps
pressure his opponents to line up behind any politician or party prepared
to defend democratic institutions.
Instead of building the independent
left the US badly needs, this would
mean falling in behind Democratic
Party politicians and their efforts to
win elections.
Different kinds of racist movements require different tactics from
anti-racist activists. Fascists pose a
particularly serious threat because
they aim to build a violent movement
capable of physical attacks on racial
minorities, the left and democratic
institutions. Where such groups are
able to grow, the union movement and
the left must be prepared to physically
prevent them from marching against
ethnic communities, and to stop them
from organising.
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Racist populists like Trump or
figures like Milo Yiannopoulos, who
will be in Australia in December, also
need to be confronted with counterprotests and anti-racist opposition.
Ignoring them simply means their
ideas go unopposed in the media, and
their supporters gain more confidence.
This can translate into an increase in
violent racist attacks.
Counter-protests involving large
numbers of people help to keep their
ideas isolated and unacceptable. But
an over-emphasis on physically confronting them or shutting down their
meetings can make mobilising large
numbers impossible. Small groups
of activists organised for physical
confrontations are no way to meet the
threat of the far right.
And racist right-wing politicians
don’t simply organise around public
meetings or street marches. Often
they avoid them altogether—Pauline
Hanson for instance has attended few
public meetings since her re-election
as an MP. Her One Nation party, like
some right-wing populists overseas
including Geert Wilders, is focusing
mainly on winning votes in elections.
To counter their racism we also
need ongoing campaigns defending
refugees, migrants and the Muslim
and Indigenous communities.
We need to link the more extreme
racism of the populist right from
One Nation and figures like Milo to
the way the political mainstream is
legitimising their racism. And we also
need a left alternative arguing for solutions to inequality and job insecurity
through targeting corporations and the
rich.
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CATALONIA—

NATIONAL STRUGGLES,
MARXISM AND CLASS
Some on the left see battles for independence as dividing workers, while others back
them as fights for liberation. Dave Sewell looks at how to judge national struggles
IS THE area around Barcelona part
of a country called Spain or one
called Catalonia—and does it matter?
All nations are largely arbitrary.
The people of any given country have
little in common that they don’t also
share with people elsewhere.
For revolutionary socialists, the
key divide is between classes—the
workers whose labour drives society
and the bosses who exploit them.
This cuts across nations. Karl
Marx and Frederick Engels famously
ended their 1848 Communist Manifesto with the call, “Workers of all
countries unite.”
That doesn’t mean that socialists
ignore or oppose national struggles.
When the colonies of European
empires won independence, it created
new nation states.
Yet any socialist would celebrate
these victories against oppression.
Similarly, socialists actively support
the right of Palestinians to fight for
their rights against Israel.
Sometimes victories for colonies
have sent empires into crisis and
spurred on revolts in the imperial
homelands too. These include Britishruled Ireland, French-ruled Algeria
and Portugal’s African colonies.
But not all national struggles are
the same. Neither Catalonia nor, for
that matter, Scotland are oppressed
in the same way as Europe’s colonies
were. Their rulers were enthusiastic
participants in the empires of Spain
and Britain.
Russian revolutionary leader Lenin argued for assessing, “any national
demand, any national separation,
from the angle of the workers’ class
struggle.”
For instance, Marx and Engels saw
democrats as rallying behind Hungarian and Austrian nationalisms in central
16

Europe. Meanwhile reactionaries used
small Slavic state nationalisms to
resist change.
Imperialism has repeatedly coopted the language of national liberation. The US has hijacked national
struggles by Kosovans and Kurds to
legitimise its wars.
Britain’s rulers justify keeping the
remnants of empire with absurd talk
of self-determination for Gibraltar or
the Falklands.
Lenin wrote, “If we do not want
to betray socialism, we must support
every revolt against our chief enemy,
the bourgeoisie of the big states, provided it is not the revolt of a reactionary class.”
Workers’ unity and state unity are
not the same thing.
For instance, many on the left in
Britain claimed that supporting Scottish independence in 2014 would help
nationalists and divide workers.

Nations are
a relatively
recent
invention,
bound up with
the growth of
capitalism

Nationalists

For fear of Scottish nationalism they
backed British nationalism. The British Labour Party in Scotland opposed
independence. That pushed working
class independence supporters away
from Labour—and helped Scottish
nationalists.
And it told workers in England
and Wales that they shared with their
rulers an interest in “the union”.
In contrast, revolutionaries’ support for the self-determination of parts
of the Russian empire in 1917 helped
rally workers throughout the empire
to a common revolutionary cause.
This included the right to independence, which was exercised to create
new states in Poland, Finland, Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. Other areas
opted for autonomy and respect for
their national rights within a federaSolidarity | ISSUE ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHT NOVEMBER 2017

tion with Russia.
Marx argued that the English
working class could only defeat its rulers by breaking with them to support
Irish independence.
To understand how to treat
national struggles, we have to see
through the lie that nations are natural.
They are a relatively recent invention,
bound up with the growth of capitalism.
Before the late Middle Ages
people living within the kingdom of
England, for example, would have
little sense of shared identity. Many
rarely strayed far from their village—
and wouldn’t understand the dialects
if they did.
There was no national government, only a vague allegiance to a
distant king. Different factors began to
shift this.
Kings needed consent for higher
taxes to pay for wars. This created
opportunities for different classes to
revolt not just over local issues but for
a say about the whole kingdom.
Most important was a new class
that grew rich through commerce, not
feudal obligations. The fragmentation
of different towns and villages was an
obstacle to growing their operations.
They needed a larger market
with common rules and a common
language. This created the need for a
powerful central government.
Many in the growing, literate
middle class were keen for jobs in
such a government.
The idea of a nation united the
grievances and aspirations of different classes to sweep away feudalism.
It encouraged the poor to feel they
had shared interests with capitalists
and their state, rather than see them as
oppressors.
And the nation state helped pro-

mote domestic capitalists against foreign rivals. Nations became the model
for driving capitalist development.
Colonists in the Americas fought
to end British and Spanish rule and
increase their own power. Frustrated
elites in parts of Europe marginalised
by existing nations fought to create
new ones.
Independence struggles replaced
colonialism with nationalist governments across Africa and Asia that prioritised the development of a national
capitalist class.
These waves of national struggle
reflect different stages in world history.
In today’s world, almost entirely
carved up by existing, developed nation-states, it’s very hard to find space
for new ones. So where do Catalonia
and Scotland fit in?
Some nation-states, such as the
one forged by the French revolution, successfully bludgeoned diverse
regions into a single unit.

Movements

for more influence.
But these movements have grown
mostly by winning over millions of
working class people.
Poorer people were more likely
to vote for Scottish independence in
2014 as a way of fighting Tory rule
and for a different society.
The Catalan referendum couldn’t
have happened without a mass movement of working class people to
defend it. They provided the base for
the neighbourhood committees that
organised to defend and organise the
independence referendum against police violence. Recent years have seen
seven pro-independence rallies of over
a million people, from a population of
only 7.5 million.
Nationalist-led devolved governments fought to win the support of
working class voters, creating a space
for workers to put their own demands.
This has seen political leaders
make promises to try and appeal to
these demands.
For example, the Catalan government told a mass protest for refugees
this year that independence was the
way to let people in.
Meanwhile the Scottish government verbally opposes detention
centres for migrants, as well as Trident
nuclear weapons.
Yet neither Scotland nor Catalonia
would become a socialist paradise
after independence. Politicians, police,
fascists and bosses in both countries
will attack workers whichever nationstate they are in.

Socialists must prepare for such
confrontations—not downplay them
by idealising nationalism as left wing.
But nor must they give nationalists
a monopoly by abstaining from the
independence fights.
Not all the hopes placed in independence are illusory. The opposition
from the ruling class shows it threatens their system.
Catalan independence would
plunge the Spanish state into crisis.
It would blast holes in NATO and the
European Union. Any Catalan attempt
to rejoin these institutions would trigger a debate about the militarisation,
border policing and cuts they demand
from member states.
It’s a struggle socialists should
support. And the lessons workers
are learning—such as how collective grassroots defiance can beat the
cops—won’t be forgotten.
The determination of Spanish
Prime Minister Rajoy to stop independence means widespread civil
disobedience will be needed to prevent
the state re-imposing direct control.
The prevarications of nationalist
leader Carles Puigdemont over declaring independence show that ordinary
Catalans cannot rely on the middle
class leadership of the movement to
stand their ground.
In Catalonia today the actions and
arguments of workers are shaping the
fight for independence. Their victory
would create a new nation-state—but
the battle could take us one step closer
to a world with none.
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But where capitalism developed later
it was harder for national movements
to cohere.
After competing monarchies finally merged into one Spanish state in
the fifteenth century, it was dominated
by the aristocracy.
Capitalism eventually developed,
but most successfully outside the
Spanish-speaking core.
Its would-be nation-builders
were split between the flag of big but
sluggish Spain and those of small but
dynamic Catalonia and the Basque
country.
In Britain capitalism developed
early. English and Scottish nationalisms were already entrenched by the
time the United Kingdom was formed.
They survived within and alongside
a new British nationalism built on
empire.
These nationalisms weren’t progressive. In 1909, for example, Catalan bosses used nationalism against
workers in revolt.
But in both Scotland and Catalonia, support for independence was
limited until recent decades.
It became a central issue largely
because of the failures of Labor-style
parties and the 2008 financial crisis,
which led to vicious new austerity
measures. These created space for a
new type of nationalist movement.
Independence supporters include
a few big business owners and far
more small ones as well as politicians,
bureaucrats and intellectuals hungry

Above: Supporters
of independence in
Catalonia
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LENIN IN 1917: ORGANISING
FOR REVOLUTION
The October Revolution is the only time so far in history where workers have taken power.
This could not have happened with Lenin and the Bolshevik Party, writes Esme Choonara
ONE HUNDRED years after the October revolution, Lenin is still getting
a bad press.
A few years ago newspapers were
running a story about new research
claiming that Lenin had syphilis, and
that this explains his rantings about
revolution.
A BBC documentary argued that
Lenin seized power in 1917 because
he knew he had a brain tumour and
wanted to grab power before he died!
Yet Lenin was a man who dedicated his life to the liberation of workers
and all people, not just in Russia but
around the world.
At the outbreak of the First World
War, Lenin and the Bolsheviks were
among only a handful of groups and
individuals worldwide who opposed
their own governments and the horrific
slaughter of that war.
Lenin’s writings on imperialism,
looking at how capitalism breeds war,
are still useful to our movement today.
His pamphlet State and Revolution, written in the height of revolution, is still one of the clearest explanations of why socialists can’t ignore
the question of state power.
However, Lenin is probably most
associated with the Bolsheviks and the
idea of a revolutionary party.
There have been many revolutions over the past 100 years. Every
time they have shown the potential
power of ordinary people, but most
have ended in defeat, compromise or
simply a replacement of personnel at
the top.
The Russian Revolution of
October 1917, where workers did
take power, is the one exception. The
crucial difference was the existence of
the Bolshevik Party.

New kind of party

Before Lenin and the Bolsheviks,
the idea of a socialist party was that
all workers would be grouped into a
single party.
This meant that you could have
people with different politics in the
same organisation—racists as well as
18

fighters against racism, those looking
for a cushy career in parliament or a
party office as well as those committed to sticking to their principles.
Lenin’s model of a party starts
with the fact that there is a whole
spectrum of political ideas within the
working class—from revolutionary to
reactionary, with most people falling
somewhere between.
The party groups together the
revolutionaries so they can try to win
over other people.
The party is never an end in itself,
or a substitute for mass activity, but a
means to reach out to other workers.
The party and the movement should
strengthen each other.
Lenin himself said that the better
organised the party, “the greater the
number of people from the working
class and other social classes who will
be able to join the movement”.
Lenin knew workers learn in
struggle. He wrote, “Only struggle
educates the exploited class. Only
struggle discloses to it the magnitude
of its own power, widens its horizon,
enhances its abilities, clarifies its
mind, forges its will.”
Yet in every struggle there is an

Above: Lenin
addresses a crowd
of workers and
soldiers in 1917
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argument about the way forward,
about how far to go or who to trust.
In a revolution the same arguments
happen on a much bigger scale.
So the revolution in February 1917
started with women rioting for bread.
It got rid of the Russian dictator the
Tsar but left most issues unsolved—
the war, land and food, and the old
generals who started organising for
revenge.

Patiently explain

From February to October arguments
raged about what to do.
The Bolsheviks had to both prove
in practice that they were the best defenders of the revolution, and to argue
about the need for workers’ power—to
“patiently explain”, as Lenin put it.
To conduct this sort of argument, an organisation needs roots. It
is not enough just to turn up on the
barricades with an essay about state
power—who would listen to you?
The Bolsheviks were rooted
through their activity and struggle in
the years that preceded the revolution.
It also means that you need a party
not made up of a leader and the led,
but a whole party of leaders—people

who have networks around them. In
1917 that meant the thousands of Bolsheviks in the factories and the army.
For Lenin, Marxism was not a
dogma but a tool for change—and so
was the party.
The Bolsheviks lived through
periods of advance and retreat.
Lenin argued that the party had to
change as the struggle changed. He
knew that parties can become conservative and lag behind events.
So in 1902, faced with the repression of the Tsarist police, Lenin
argued for tight knit groups of professional revolutionaries.
But in 1905, when workers were
on the offensive with mass strikes,
he argued to open up the party to a
new influx of young revolutionary
workers.
To those who tried to use his old
arguments against him, he declared,
“All these schemes, all these plans of
organisation create the impression of
red tape. Do not demand any formalities and, for heaven’s sake, send all
functions, rights and privileges to the
devil.”
The Bolsheviks were never a
monolithic party. They were always
a party of great debate and disagreement.
Lenin was often in a minority,
even initially on key questions such as
the October 1917 insurrection.
He had to win the party round to
his position through argument and
example.
Lenin understood the need to
be both absolutely principled and
tactically flexible. He was always
against all forms of oppression, and
always started from his confidence
that working people could emancipate
themselves.
Yet he was flexible on all tactical
questions, seeing each concrete issue
in relation to the overall struggle for
revolution.
Despite being strangled in infancy by its isolation and by invading armies, the Russian Revolution
gives us a glimpse of what socialism
could be—when ordinary people run
society, when women are not chained
to the home and the family, when art
and culture and politics belong to
everyone.
The rise of Stalin after Lenin’s
death in 1924 represented the defeat
of the revolution and of all that Lenin
stood for.
Lenin offers us both a vision of
liberation and some guides to how we
achieve it.
Socialist Worker UK

The party
groups
together the
revolutionaries
so they can
try to win over
other people

Lenin’s State and Revolution
LENIN FINISHED writing State and
Revolution in September 1917. At the
time the fate of the Russian Revolution hung in the balance. After the
February Revolution overthrew the
Tsar, the country was run by a provisional government involving socialists
in coalition with bourgeois forces.
Workers across Europe continued
to be sent to the trenches in their millions in a seemingly endless imperialist war.
Lenin was aware of the desperate need for workers to take power
in Russia, but also for revolution to
spread beyond Russia. He aimed his
arguments at Karl Kautsky, who had
been the leading theoretician of the
influential pre-war German Social
Democratic Party (SPD). The key
question was whether the existing
state under capitalism could be taken
over and used to advance the interests
of workers.
Lenin returned to the ideas
of Marx and Engels to argue that
the state arises as the result of the
fundamental antagonism between an
exploiting class and an exploited class.
The whole repressive apparatus at the
core of the state—laws, prisons, police
force and army—is there to defend the
interests of the exploiters.
The division of the world into
separate states and the policing of the
population of each is not a “natural”
situation but one that flows out of a
specific form of society.
So the state is a feature of class
society. However it is also able to act
as if it is separate and stands above
that society.
The state gives the impression that
it is a neutral body, there to defend
everyone’s interests equally. But when
the state acts it never does so neutrally.
The police attack workers and students
on demonstrations but they don’t try to
stop bosses from destroying jobs. The
state is on the side of big business.
By contrast, Kautsky and his
followers held a very different view.
The SPD had grown to over a million
members before the start of the war in
1914 and it had over 100 members of
parliament.
But the SPD leadership thought
they could use the framework of
capitalist democracy to win socialism. Although they criticised some
aspects of the bourgeois state the SPD
dismissed talk of trying to overthrow
it as anarchism. Instead the existing
state could be reformed and made

into an instrument for the transition to
socialism.
But this meant that the SPD came
increasingly to identify with the interests of the German state against its
rivals. This resulted in the SPD leadership siding with their own ruling class
and state in the First World War in the
name of “defence of the fatherland”.
In State and Revolution Lenin
argues that the existing capitalist
state cannot be reformed, but must be
overthrown.
He writes, “The liberation of the
oppressed class is impossible not only
without a violent revolution, but also
without the destruction of the apparatus of state power which was created
by the ruling class...it is this conclusion which Kautsky has ‘forgotten’
and ‘distorted’...all previous revolutions perfected the state machine,
whereas it must be broken, smashed.”
To do so, and to crush the continued resistance of the capitalists,
workers need their own state, backed
by an armed working class to enforce
their rule. This is the “dictatorship of
the proletariat”.
Instead of oppressing the working
class, a worker’s state would oppress
the capitalists. After the revolution had
been won, Lenin argued that the state
would wither away as class antagonisms increasingly disappeared.
But would the “dictatorship of the
proletariat” be undemocratic?
In fact, Lenin was deeply concerned with the question of democracy
(he uses the word “democracy” nearly
100 times in State and Revolution).
His vision of the dictatorship of the
proletariat is based on Marx’s descriptions of the Paris Commune of 1871,
when workers organised a new type of
state based on elected officials paid a
workers’ wage and recallable.
This is a vast improvement
compared to the bourgeois system
of democracy where the population
votes every few years for people over
who it has little control and who sit in
parliaments that are subordinated to
the interests of the ruling class.
But Lenin saw even the most progressive forms of democracy as a form
of state apparatus. He wanted democracy ultimately replaced by a world
defined by new kinds of relations
between people—a classless society
where the state would no longer be
needed.
Camilla Royle
Socialist Review UK
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AGAINST THE ODDS, MANUS
FIGHTS FOR FREEDOM

BRING THEM
HERE

By Ian Rintoul
AS SOLIDARITY goes to press, the
desperate siege of the Manus detention centre is still unfolding. The 600
men inside the centre are standing up
to what seem to be insurmountable
odds. They are surrounded by the PNG
navy; the same people that threatened
the lives of refugees last Easter when
shots were fired into the centre.
The Australian government is depriving them of power, water, and food
as they attempt to drive them from the
detention centre into even more unsafe
areas of the Lorengau settlement.
Two of the three areas set aside by
the government are not even completed. There are no arrangements for
providing food or medical care should
they be driven out of the detention
centre. With no prospect of secure
resettlement in a third country, being
forced to move from the detention
centre is a move to more insecurity
and increased danger.
Dutton strenuously denies that
Australia has any responsibility for
the refugees and asylum seekers on
Manus—but that lie is more and more
exposed as the crisis unravels. Even
PNG government ministers are now
making public statements insisting that
the refugees are “Australia’s problem”,
and that Australia must play a role in
providing for their future.
The courageous stand by the
refugees has struck a chord. People are
sick and tired of Dutton’s relentless
refugee bashing. With the government
badly behind in the polls, the govern-

Above: Refugees
in the Manus
detention centre
protesting as the
siege began

ment hopes that anti-refugee policies
will maintain their popularity.
But people are disgusted by the
shocking conditions the government
is inflicting on the refugees. Students
have occupied immigration offices,
workplaces have taken up the slogan,
“We Stand With Manus”, and tens of
thousands of dollars have been raised
to help provide food and water to
break the siege.

Refugee resistance

The refugees at Manus have always
been a thorn in the side of successive Australian governments, their
determination a constant reminder of
the government’s callous disregard for
refugee lives.
In 2015, hundreds of Manus
detainees staged a mass hunger strike
when the government first tried to
force them to East Lorengau. The year
before, 2014, locals had attacked the
camp and murdered an Iranian asylum
seeker, Reza Barati, and injured scores
of others. Some had their throats cut,
others were blinded. Refugees feared
for their lives if they were forced to
live outside the camp.
In 2015, the government took
scores of asylum seekers labelled
“ringleaders” to prison in their attempt
to break the hunger strike. After several days, the government took away
the drinking water in an effort to snuff
their resistance. After 13 days, the
hunger strike ended. But it won. Not
one refugee has been forcibly transferred to East Lorengau.
The refugees’ fears have been
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confirmed in blood. Since 2015, many
refugees have been bashed, robbed
and mutilated with knives and machetes in attacks around the Lorengau
settlement.
The refugees’ stand has exposed
the naked brutality of the offshore
detention policy, and the government’s
politically driven motives to starve
them into submission.
Against astounding odds, the refugees have refused to move. Standing
guard, securing fences, collecting rain
water, digging wells—their resistance
is a tribute to human endurance and
determination to face down the pitiless
actions of the Australian government.
The violence of the Turnbull government is something that has become
better understood. But the Labor
Party is also responsible for what is
happening on Manus. It was a Labor
government that started the Pacific
Solution II in 2013, and handed it to
the Liberals.
In the face of the humanitarian
crisis on Manus, Shorten has told
Turnbull, “Doing Nothing is not an option.” But that goes double for Labor.
Bleating at Turnbull does not cut it,
when it is the horror of Labor’s policy
that is exposed on Manus.
Shorten now says Turnbull should
take New Zealand’s offer of 150 refugees a year from Nauru and Manus.
Turnbull is not about to allow that.
Neither the US deal, nor any deal
with New Zealand is going to solve the
crisis. There is only one alternative for
those who have been tortured on Manus
and Nauru: Bring them here.

